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Reunion Registration is LIVE!
Starting March 1, you can now register for
our 30th reunion at
http://dartmouth.org/reunions
We are only three months away from our 30th! You
should have already received a preliminary letter in
the mail outlining all the fun activities planned. If
you’ve never been to a reunion, I highly recommend
attending. The weekend flies by, and there is
something for everyone, whether you throw
yourself into all the activities or just want to relax by
the river with friends. Plus, late night snacks in the
Class Tent to re-energize after all that ‘80s dancing
to Wham and Whitney Houston
(stirrup pants not included)!
You can also apply for dorm room accomodations at
the same time. Applciations are due by April 9.
And keep checking our class website,
www.dartmouth88.org, which will
always have up-to-date information.
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Based on our pre-reunion survey, we are expecting a big turnout of ‘88s at
our upcoming 30th Reunion. The terrific ’88 Reunion Planning Team has been
hard at work planning meals, activities, entertainment and
all-around funfor our class tent.
The theme is “Celebrate ’88, Better Together” and we are counting on lots
of celebrating and togetherness in Hanover this June.
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Plus: Yoga every morning with
Mary Flounders Green
and late-night bites after 11pm
in our Class Tent!

FAQs:

How do I sign up?
The Registration is up and running on March 1 at dartgo.org/reunions.
How much will reunions cost?
Reunion costs have been kept flat with our 20th and 25th thanks to subsidies from our class treasury.
Pricing for classmates and guests is $375 (early bird), $425 (regular) and $475 (walk-in).
What do I do about housing for reunions?
Online housing applications can be accessed from the registration site. After you apply, a confirmation
email will be sent to you. The college cannot guarantee housing, so the application is just that -- an
“application” rather than a reservation. The deadline to apply for housing is April 9, 2018 and
applicants will receive their housing assignments starting May 1. Cost is $50 per person per room with a
maximum of $175 per family per night.
What if I want to stay in a hotel?
Our class website https://dartmouth88.org has information about lodging options in the Upper Valley.
We are one of nine classes having a reunion that weekend, so hotels are filling up fast.
What is the best way to get to Hanover from Logan Airport?
Renting a car is one option, but anyone staying in the dorms should strongly consider taking Dartmouth
Coach, to eliminate any worry about parking in Hanover, which is extremely challenging. Buses leave Logan
every hour, and the trip takes 3 hours. Dartmouth Coach will also run service from mid-town NYC to Hanover.
They drop passengers off in front of the Hanover Inn. Their website is https://dartmouthcoach.com.
Due to the competitive parking situation, the College will run shuttles to and from the most commonly used
hotels in Lebanon, NH and White River Junction, VT. Saturday and Sunday morning 7:30am -9:00am and
Friday and Saturday nights 10pm - 1am.
If you have other questions you can always email reunion chairs
Anne Chmielewski Kushwaha and Taylor Thomas at d8830thcochairs@gmail.com
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GUESS WHO's COMING TO REUNION?
TOM MOLNAR

I have been to every reunion since graduation, and
for each I flew in from Europe. I hate the overnight
Sunday flights home from Boston, but wouldn’t miss
a chance to catch up with everyone. It is particularly
great to make sure I hook up with the Dartmouth
Surf Team (river cluster McLane dorm freshmen year)
and senior year flatmates Regina Glocker, Kirsten
Rutnick Gillibrand (aka future Mrs President) and
Reghan Diaz. My Italian wife will come as well,
because this whole idea of going back to your
university after so many years fascinates her.

KEVIN LEE

I am extremely
excited to attend
our 30th reunion
with my family.
Five years ago,
when I failed
to attend our
25th reunion, I
told Catherine
Craighead
Briggs that I
would definitely attend the 30th.
Why are you going? To introduce my
family to my alma mater, to show my
daughter New Hampshire, to reconnect
with old friends and to make some new
friends. I keep in touch with some ‘88s
via Facebook, but I hope to rekindle
friendships during this reunion that go
beyond cursory Facebook chats.
What are you looking forward to?
Strolling on the campus, touring Baker
Library, visiting South Mass dorm and
just walking around Hanover. I am eager
to dine at the Hanover Inn and reflect
on my time at Dartmouth. Many times,
Dartmouth feels like a faint memory
or an old dream. Often, I stare at my
diploma hanging on my home office
wall to remind me that I graduated from
an amazing college.
Favorite memory from Dartmouth?
Graduation day. Proud tears rolled
down my mom’s face as she watched
me receive my diploma. My mother’s
joy and delight compelled my soul to
smile and my spirit to sing.

Regina Glocker and Tom Molnar meet up in London
in January, where Tom (whose head is angelically
capped by the London Eye in the background) is
CEO and co-founder of GAIL's Bakery, which has 38
bakeries in and around London.

My mom’s emotions over my
accomplishment made my Dartmouth
graduation day one of my favorite
memories of all time.
What have you been doing since
Dartmouth? In 2000, my mom and
I moved from cold Pittsburgh PA to
sunny and warm Tampa, Florida. Other
than a few hurricanes, Tampa is a
marvelous little city.
I consider my primary business to be
saving lives. As an Industry Solution
Consultant for Pilgrim Quality Solutions,
an IQVIA company, I convince life
sciences, biotech, genomic companies
and organizations like Boston Scientific,
Cardinal Health, the CDC, Florida Blood
and many other entities regulated by
the FDA to use my enterprise quality
management solutions. In this role, my
solutions help to create the drugs and
medical devices doctors employ to
enhance and save lives. Prior to this, I
convinced global tech manufacturing
and supply chain companies to use
my enterprise resource planning and
warehouse management software.

My hobbies are publishing books on
Amazon and motivating friends and
family to self-publish their stories and
ideas. My recent book, Bank of Daddy
is my attempt to teach my 10-yearold about money and finance. After
digesting a zillion hours of “Ancient
Aliens” and about a million hours of
“Gangland” on the History Channel,
I imagined a story about Forrest
Gump and Scarface meeting an
alien. This motivated me to write my
first screenplay book, called Global
Amnesty. After Hollywood ignored me,
I self-published Global Amnesty on
Amazon. Writing these books helps me
to escape reality and create my own
realm.
My spiritual wife is Terri. My son
Jay (19) is a sophomore at Seattle
University, my daughter Demiah (10) is
in fifth grade, and we have an adorable
dog, Sargent (3).

I am also an investor, an entrepreneur
and an author. My entrepreneurial
ventures include single family homes,
online t-shirts and internet media
marketing. Smile, my t-shirt apparel
business, failed to survive pass the
trademark phase, but for a few months
I sold these “WHAT I DO” shirts (see
photo, right). Currently, I am working
on converting mobile home parks into
container homes for veterans.
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REUNION
LSA Mainz, Spring 1986
JANE GRUSSING LONNQUIST

My LSA to Mainz, Germany was a perfect
storm of great influences: an amazing
host family with whom I stayed in touch
for many years, terrific Dartmouth faculty
leaders Susanne and Half Zantop, and
a student group that was Die Beste. Our
group found undue humor in our bad
Ger-glish during the early weeks and
dutifully included the gender pronoun
before the name when addressing each
other. I especially loved the art and
architecture course at the local university.
Did you know that flying buttress auf
Deutsch is fliegende Strebe? You do now.
These memories jump out for me:
1) our group trip to Berlin and the chilling
impact of the Checkpoint Charlie Museum
and the Wall, which was toppled a few
years later;
2) reporting with great pride on my
weekend trip to see Grussing relatives
in Ostfriesland near the North Sea and

watching Frau Zantop suppress a giggle
as she gently explained that the simple,
rustic Frisians were the butt of many jokes
in Germany;
3) our group trip to Munich and the
fantastic Neuschwanstein Castle, fueled
with Black Forest Tort and Jagermeister;
4) indulging the Japanese tourists on
a Rhine river boat who wanted to be
photographed with Die Laura Weylman
and me, thinking we were Deutsche
Mädchen.
I was proud to reach the milestone of
dreaming in German while in Mainz, but
sadly haven't kept up my skills. I was
humbled when I reconnected with Der
Paul Scheible in Minneapolis a few years
back and he started conversing in perfect
German. He confessed that he has family
there and visits often, so I continued
merrily on in my broken Gerglish. I am
looking forward to seeing many of these
fine folks in June.

NANCY TOLAND LINDAHL

When I think of my experience in Mainz, the
very first thing I think about is the Zantops.
Professor Susanne and her husband Half
Zantop were with us, along with their two
daughters, and I have distinct memories of
spending time with them at their apartment.
While I wasn't necessarily extremely close with
Susanne, she was such a warm person. I took
a German literature class with her after the LSA
and just really admired her.
On a positive note, the fondest memories of
my time in Mainz were of my host family, the
Von Horstens (father Jurgen, mother Hanne,
and sister Birgit). They were so good to me
(I was somewhat homesick) and we kept in
close touch over the years, exchanging letters,
Christmas cards, and phone calls.
They visited my family in the Boston area,
where Jurgen (nicknamed Yogi since he was
a big, gregarious, bear of a guy) endeared
himself to my parents, siblings and extended
family members, sharing stories about me and
the various other Dartmouth students they had
hosted over the years.
My daughter, a junior in college, is studying
abroad this spring in Nepal and has sought out
programs that offer home stays in large part
because of my host family experience in Mainz.
I sincerely hope she is as lucky as I was!

JON KULL

- many an evening in the Mainzer
Weinkeller
- late night escapes at the Frankfurt
airport while waiting for trains back
to Heidelberg after seeing concerts
- marveling that McDonald’s sold
beer
Bottom photo (at 25th reunion)
- the fountain of three girls with
L-R: Pauline Garris Brown, Tim
umbrellas “in the rain”
Kathleen Morgan, Jon Kull, Jan
- practicing reciting the Lorelei on
Lonnquist, Paul Scheible (behin
the edge of the Rhein
Roesch, John Kennedy, Laura W
- vague recollections of a trip to
Amsterdam, a houseboat, and
Top photo:
Back row: Dave Leddy, Sally Ad
something to do with a Eurail pass (ed. note:
Mike Quigley '87, Brian Goldfus
see Tim Ambrose's write-up!)
Brandenburg, Jere Brophy
- the church with the beautiful blue Chagall
Middle row left: Joel Huges and
windows
Bottom row: Mich Dupre, Paul
- the majesty of the Mainz cathedral
Janine Rauch Eagle, Jane Grus
- learning about columns with “vegatablic
Kathleen Morgan, Nancy Tolan
ornamentation”
- hanging out with Susanne and Half at their
apartment
- most important, becoming familiar enough
with German language and culture that I did
not hesitate to take a research position in
Heidelberg after getting my PhD. I spent
four great years there before coming back to
Dartmouth as a professor, and would never had
moved there were it not for the term I spent in
Mainz.
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CYNDI BRANDENBURG

It’s hard to look back at Mainz, Spring 1986, without a deep sense of
bittersweet nostalgia. It was
a fabulous group, we spent
weekends traveling all over
Europe, and we drank more
than our fair share of Warsteiner
beer. Werner Drost, who led us
on a various group outings and
hikes and who was responsible
for innumerable group photos,
STILL calls me once a year on
either Christmas or New Year’s
Day. But all those memories are
also marked by the subsequent
tragic loss of our faculty leader,
Susanne Zantop, and her partner,
Half Zantop. They were amazing
people, and I share this in their
honor.
Part of the legacy of the Zantops
on my life includes the fact that I am now also a professor who brings students
abroad. In less than a month, a colleague and I will be heading back to Jordan
with 16 Champlain College students, where among other things, we will spend
two nights camping in the Wadi Rum desert.

BRENT FORESTER

Ambrose, Mich Dupre, Amy Lord,
nine Rauch Eagle, Jane Grussing
nd Jane), Brent Forester, Larissa
Weylman Turner, Eva Pfosi.

dams '87, John Kennedy, Bruce Brough '87,
s, Tim Ambrose, Jon Kull, Eva Pfosi, Cyndi

d Pauline Garris Brown
Scheible, Rich Schneider,
ssing Lonnquist, Susanne Zantop,
nd Lindahl, Amy Lord

I have many amazing memories from
our trip to Mainz in the spring of 1986.
One of the most memorable however
was our trip to Berlin, crossing
checkpoint Charlie into East Berlin,
wandering the streets of what seemed
like a deserted city, having been
forced to exchange money that could
purchase literally nothing and coming
across hundreds of school children
marching in uniform on May Day.
I traveled back to Berlin recently for
an international Psychiatry
conference. This was my first trip
back to Berlin since the wall came
down in 1989. I stayed in a hotel in
the former East Berlin, next to what is
now museum island, and the whole
eastern section of the city is a thriving
metropolis.

I went for a run that took me
underneath the Brandenburg gate,
which was inaccessible in the noman’s-land between the wall on the
west and the east. The contrast of
the Cold War and today was truly
remarkable. I kept thinking about all
my friends and classmates from our
trip to Mainz and that excursion to
Berlin, walking through what used
to be checkpoint Charlie and now
was just a street with lots of bustling
activity.
And, as I am sure is the case with
all my classmates, I was thinking of
our amazing mentors, teachers and
leaders from the trip, Herr und Frau
Zantop who are tragically no longer
with us.

JOHN KENNEDY

I have great memories of our group Wanderung im Schwartzwald (hike in the Black Forest);
laughing when we realized JFK’s famous line "Ich bin ein Berliner" translates in German to
"I am a jelly doughnut" and Brent Forester’s first complete sentence in German was "Die
Buchhandlung ist blau," which means either the bookstore is blue or inebriated depending
on the context.

More Mainz
memories on
pages 6-7....

In January 2018, I became the Chief Medical Officer of AMGA (The American Medical Group
Association), and President of the AMGA Foundation. AMGA is a community of leaders
dedicated to dramatically improving population health and care for patients at lower costs.

www.dartmouth88.org

JANINE RAUCH EAGLE

Many of my most lasting bonds of friendship at Dartmouth
were formed during my German LSA and Government
FSP programs abroad in 1986. I wouldn’t be writing this
now from Quechee, Vermont by my husband and ‘88
classmate, Jevin Eagle, if not for our enduring relationship
sparked in London during our Government FSP at LSE.
And I have Doug Brockway to thank for saving my life
then and hauling me out of a Smiths concert, where the
eager crowd nearly trampled my 5’2” frame. Reunions at
Dartmouth wouldn’t be the same without the opportunity
to reminisce with my roommate Robin Joy, and Jevin’s
other flatmates, Saad Iqbal and Josh Low.
Perhaps it was the sheer
number of ‘88s that tipped
the balance (22 of us), but the
durable bonds of a dynamic
group friendship created
during Mainz LSA ‘86 Spring
proved to be truly unique! At
our 25th Class reunion, our
LSA group gathered together
at the German Department,
where Professor Duncan
asked a few of us what we
thought united us together.
Jani and daughter
Some joked that it was
Jaclyn
the hackeysack we played
every time we waited at a
train station during class trips
or weekend travels. Others
recalled the radiation fallout
from Chernobyl taking place
as we sprawled out on lawns,
basking under the sun in Vienna,
unaware of the unfolding
nuclear disaster. We avoided
farm fresh vegetables and fruits
the remainder of the term, and
pondered, “warm is die Banane
krumm?” But ultimately it was
Professor Susanne Zantop’s
influence that shaped our group.
She enthusiastically shared her
entire family with us throughout
our 10 weeks and inspired in
each of us an enduring love
and curiosity for the German
language, culture, wine/beer, “und etwas anderes”.

the all too familiar McDonalds and yes, Burger King. It
made for an easy way to meet up with other ‘88s until
our German families picked us up from the train station
waiting room.” We met once again as a group the next
day at the HAUPTBAHNHOF to travel to the Zantops for
our first gathering, or “Kaffee Stunde.” Again from the
diary, “4/14/86: Frau Zantop talked about the U.S. conflict
with Libya, and the danger of terrorism. She warned us to
keep a low profile. She urged that the sooner we switch
to German the better and the safer — so “sprechen sie auf
deutsch!”. That’s when Jon Kull put it bluntly, “Switch or
Die!”
To this day I feel programmed to greet a fellow LSA
classmate in German when in public places. While
passing a familiar face in the Longwood medical area in
Boston, I said, “wie geht’s John?” And John Kennedy
responded immediately. The Kaffee Stunde tradition lives
on as well. I look forward to my annual summer catch-up
with Larissa Roesch at Dirt Cowboy, or an impromptu
coffee and pastry with Jon Kull at KAF in Baker Library.
I continue to appreciate interacting with fellow Mainz
LSA classmates on many levels, such as priceless career
guidance for my daughter (thank you, Pauline Garris
Brown!) and helpful Facebook contacts in Zimbabwe as
I prepared for medical teaching and service there (vielen
dank Tim Ambrose!). Most recent communications a few
months ago consisted of some group texts from Brent
Forester in Berlin as he reminisced about our group
travels there before the Wall came down.
I sincerely hope
to see a lot of our
group at our 30th
reunion so we can
toast to the Zantops,
friendship, and good
times; and share
more wonderful
errinerung in the
German deptartment,
or outside at the
Zantop memorial
rock garden by
Rollins Chapel. Prost!

Our meetings as a group seemed to begin and end at a
train station or HAUPTBAHNHOF. Quoting in translation
from my German diary (in existence thanks to Frau
Zantop’s clairvoyant insistence on a Tagebuch auf
deutch), “4/13/86: My first taste of Mainz was Schezuan
McNuggets at McDonald’s. As we arrived at the Mainz
train station in batches from various distant origins, we set
out in hungry packs searching the shuttered street fronts
on a Sunday for food. Everything was closed except
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TIM AMBROSE

I have a number of distinct memories from Mainz during
the spring of 1986. In April, the US bombed Libya. One
day, Jane Grussing Lonnquist and I were strolling around
Mainz and suddenly found ourselves walking into an antiUS student protest. It was a new experience for both of
us, being in a foreign land surrounded by a large group of
people angry at the USA. We kept our mouths shut and
did our best to appear German (whatever that was) until we
could gracefully exit. I remember for the first time in my life
feeling less safe generally -- firstly because of the actions
of our country and secondly being an American overseas
during that difficult time.
On a lighter note, there was the trip to Amsterdam with Jani
Rauch, Cyndi Brandenburg, Jon Kull, Larissa Roesch,
Joel Hughes and ‘87s Sally Adams and Bruce Brough. I
vaguely remember sightseeing, but I clearly remember
visiting the Bulldog Café, where one can eat “special” cake
(or as Jani wrote “we visited various eating establishments
with various sweets”). I could pretend that I remember a lot
about Amsterdam, but what I remember most was eating
cake. A lot of it. Some of the others had a piece of cake,
and within about 20 minutes they all seemed to be enjoying

that cake experience and feeling very good. I, however,
was feeling nothing. So, I had a second. And again nothing.
So, 45 minutes into the experience, I had a third. After
about an hour, I began to feel the cake - and not just a little.
Somehow we got back to the hotel and the next morning,
the whites of my eyes weren’t - they were red.
And thanks to me, we had quite a harrowing trip back to
Mainz. In my 20-year-old wisdom, I had decided to
“schwarzfahren” (or ride without a ticket) to save the cost of
the ticket back to Mainz. The group very generously (and
probably foolishly) agreed to go along with me, and we
worked out a plan that involved my going to the bathroom
each time we heard a ticket collector, waiting for him to
move on from our cabin, then surreptitiously getting
someone else’s Eurail pass and showing it to him when he
returned. I spent much of the trip hiding in the bathroom,
stoned beyond belief and paranoid.
Monday morning I made it to class, and Professor Susanne
Zantop took one look at me and asked “Where did you go
this weekend?” I replied, “Amsterdam.” She smiled, and
said “go home and come back when you feel better.” I slept
until Wednesday.

VIRTUAL REUNION -- 88th Day of the Year
What will you be doing on the 88th day of the year (Thursday 3/29)?

In anticipation of our graduation 30 years ago and our gr88t 30th reunion, let's start some chatter by sharing what we're
up to. Will you be at work slogging through a pile of emails? Having family dinner, listening to your kids' highs and lows?
Enjoying a quiet moment as you engage in a favorite hobby? En route to a getaway? By sharing, we will have the easiest
version of a mini -- a mini-reunion virtual style!

On day #88, post your photo directly to Facebook in our Dartmouth Class of 1988 private group or send
your photos to Dartmouth88photos@gmail.com and we will post to our website.
You can also join any of the planned gatherings listed below. For all of these events, an email will go out to local '88s and
info will be posted on our Class of 1988 private Facebook group for those traveling through. Thanks to all of the organizers!

8 8
VAIL

Save March 29 or March 30 for
an evening together or a day of
skiing -- stay tuned for details!
Thanks to Rowland Wu and
Anne-Marie Weldon Keane for
spearheading this gathering of
Colorado '88s and any others
traveling through.
Check in with Rowland at
rmwu@hotmail.com or
Anne-Marie at annemarie.
keanefamily@gmail.com

8 8

SAN FRANCISCO
Join classmates at Lazlo,
owned by our own Bruce
McDonald
Thursday, March 29 at 7pm .
Cash bar. Thanks to Bruce
for donating the space and
appetizers.
More details, contact Jennifer
Taylor Hendrick at
jet13066@aol.com

8 8

BOSTON

Plans are in the works for a
mini reunion on
Thursday, March 29 at 6pm.
Rendezvous will be either on
the waterfront or in the Back
Bay. For further info, contact
Greg "Aldo" Nourjian at
rgn@nourjian.com

8 8

DC/MD/VA
A potluck mini-reunion
gathering at the home of
Stephanie Welsch-Lewin
Saturday April 14 at 7pm.
6104 Kennedy Drive
Chevy Chase, MD
For more details, call Steph
at 301-332-8477
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REUNION
Delta Sigma
Theta

L to R: Cari Lynel Jackson
Lewis, Angie Starks-Shepherd,
Lisa Getter (back), Rosalind
Barnes Fowler (front center),
Angela Jones and Kristen Reid

The sorority formed in
1985 and continues to be
an influence on its ‘88
sisters in their lives
beyond Dartmouth

CARI LYNEL
JACKSON LEWIS

Delta Sigma Theta at Dartmouth began in the Fall of 1984,
when Maya Wiley spearheaded an interest group of 14
young Dartmouth co-eds who were interested in bringing
a chapter to campus. On April 27, 1985, those 14 women
chartered the Pi Theta Chapter of Dartmouth College. The
Class of 1988 members of the Pi Theta
Chapter are: Rosalind Barnes Fowler, Gale
Beckles, Danielle Quave Burton, Lanei
Chapman, Lisa Getter, Carí Lynel Jackson
Lewis, Luzmila Johnson-Robinson, Angela
Jones, Kristen Reid, and Angela StarksShepherd.
I became a Delta because it is in my
blood. My mother, my five aunts and my
sister and I are all members of Delta Sigma
Theta, and we take pride in our heritage
of higher education, community service,
sisterhood and achievement. Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, Inc. is a private, not-for-profit
organization whose purpose is to provide assistance and
support through established programs in local communities
throughout the world. Since its founding in 1913, more
than 200,000 women have joined the organization, which
is a sisterhood of predominantly Black, college-educated
women. There are currently 1,000 collegiate and alumnae
chapters located in the U.S., England, Japan, Germany, the
Virgin Islands, Bermuda, the Bahamas, Jamaica and the
Republic of Korea.
I loved being a Delta at Dartmouth, and beyond. At
Dartmouth, Delta ‘88s began our commitment to education,
leadership and service. We were the president of the African
American Society, the president of La Alianza Latina, intern
to President Freedman, director of the Black Underground
Theatre Association (BUTA), musical director of the Gospel
Choir and leaders of Casque and Gauntlet, Palaeopitus
and other Senior Societies. In adulthood we have become
attorneys, educators, financiers and community leaders. Our
college on the hill and beloved sorority gave us the “torch of
wisdom” that prepared us for a future of dedicated service
to others in our communities. We had a load of fun doing it!
All over the world, I meet Deltas who are like sisters in every
sense of the word. Being a Delta means that your social
conscience is set to true North; that you support efforts to

be compassionate, practical, generous and thoughtful about
helping members of your community.
Some famous Deltas include: Shirley Chisolm, Soledad
O’Brien, Barbara Jordan, Dorothy I. Height, Lena Horne,
Cicely Tyson, Aretha Franklin, Leontyne Price,
Mary McLeod Bethune, Natalie Cole, Angela
Basset, Betty Shabazz, Nancy Wilson, Judith
Jameson and many more.

High School.

After graduation I moved back home to
New York and worked as a paralegal before
attending Fordham Law School. Preston
(Yale ‘87) and I married in December 1993
with a host of ‘88s in attendance. We have
three children: Carson Alexander, who is
graduating from Northeastern University this
May; Faith Elizabeth Allayne, a sophomore
at American University; and Jackson
Christopher Brian, who is a junior at Agoura

Preston’s work has taken us around the world. We moved
from NY to CA in 2003. From 2007-2013 we lived in
Australia, 2013-2014 we were back in LA, 2014-2016 we
lived in London, and then we returned to LA. I earned my
LL.M. (Taxation) from Loyola Law School in 2017.
I am an estate planning, elder law, special needs law and
philanthropy attorney with the law firm of Terri Hilliard PC in
Westlake Village, CA. Our family is a member of the United
Methodist Church of Westlake Village and I am a member of
the Outreach and Social Concerns Committee (the grantmaking arm of the church), the Hospitality Committee and
the Chancel Choir. I am also a Board Member for Haven
Hills, a non-profit organization dedicated to supporting
victims of domestic violence.
I have interviewed applicants to Dartmouth for many years,
in every country and state in which we have lived. Kendall
Grigsby Carbone and I are the Registrars for our big 30th
reunion. I decided to get involved because I am finally back
in the U.S. and I have never been to a reunion!!! I want to
become more involved with Dartmouth and to make my
voice heard on campus. I think Dartmouth needs more
voices like mine.

www.dartmouth88.org

LUZMILLA "LUZI" JOHNSON ROBINSON

Being a part of a National organization, like Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, Inc., an organization that is 105 years old,
and made up of leader women, has also influenced my
continued dedication to service and education in my local
communities. Dartmouth and Delta, alike, have both given
me a voice to speak for truth and justice so that everyone
can enjoy riches like I have.

Where does the time go? How can it be that I have been
away from Dartmouth for 30 years? It’s surreal to even
think about. I don’t know about the rest of you, but most
of the time I still think I am that eager and excited college
student at the Big Green. It was just yesterday that I
was on my freshman canoe trip creating new friends
and lifelong memories. It was just yesterday that I was
walking the halls of North Mass, Collis, Thayer and The
Hop. It was just yesterday that I was a Spanish TA, on the
Women’s Swim Team, a member of BUTA, the AAm, La
Alianza Latina, Casque and Gauntlet and Pi Theta Chapter
of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. It was just yesterday
that I walked across the Green and met the nicest, most
handsome, man I have ever seen in my life. The man that
would become my future husband, Tiger Robinson ‘86.
Yet, here we are 30 years later. Incredible!

So many of our extended family and friends are Dartmouth
classmates that were sorority sisters, roommates and
teammates. Oftentimes, people will say how surprised they
are that I am able to have such strong ties to Dartmouth,
and how they wish that their college experience was the
same. I feel so blessed to have acquired an exceptional
education at Dartmouth, and I am reminded of it daily
because of all the lifelong friendships that still shape my
experiences and memories.

After Hanover, I went on to law school and then married
Tiger. My first years out of law school I enjoyed working
at firms in both New York and DC doing international
trade and LBOs. The last 15 years I have worked in the
pharmaceutical industry doing legal compliance and
regulation.
It’s hard to believe, but Tiger and I have been married for
27 years now and live in Maryland with our three sons, Rey
(18), Robby (16) and Stephen (soon to be 13). We also have
been blessed to host a teenager from China, Jason (18), for
the past four years (LSA and FSP trips obviously influenced
our sense of family).

Luzi and Tiger in 1984
and today

LISA GETTER

It is tough to believe that we are approaching our 30th college
reunion! Recently, I pulled out my old Dartmouth photo album
and spent some time scanning images that had not seen
the light of day in years....well…decades. I decided to send
some of the pictures to the “subjects” via a group text and
the comedy hour started. We laughed and shared comments
about the 1980s outfits and hairstyles but more importantly, we
shared the stories behind those pictures. Our undergraduate
experience in Hanover was truly special, and unbreakable
bonds of friendship were created.
One of those bonds is the bond of sisterhood that I share
with my fellow sorority sisters, the women of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, Inc. Delta Sigma Theta’s Pi Theta chapter was
chartered at Dartmouth in Spring ’85. I pledged the sorority,
becoming a member and making a lifetime commitment to
service, in Fall ’86. Many of us are still very active in Delta
through our respective alumnae chapters across the country…
Deltas are EVERYWHERE!

Rosalind Barnes Fowler and LIsa Getter in the '80s (right)
and in reverse positions in 2017.

It is always wonderful to see my Pi Theta Sorors. I spent
some quality time with Rosalind “Roz” Barnes Fowler this
past summer at Delta Sigma Theta’s 53rd National Convention
in Las Vegas, NV. Check out this 1985 / 2017 side by side!
Some things never change…I am still the tallest!
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MINI and MICRO REUNIONS

DAVE DUCKENFIELD

This past January 28th, I had a great
impromptu mini reunion with Merrill Ulmer
at the Coral Reef Yacht Club in Miami. She
was in town with her two daughters, who sail
competitively at Yale and were competing
in a regatta here. I was there having dinner
with friends. That mini-reunion prompted me
to reconnect with Merrlll’s former roommate
(at least for one trimester in the River
Cluster), Pam Crisafulli, who has been fully
entrenched in San Francisco for a couple of
decades.

MERRILL ULMER

Our meet-up was
total coincidence. I
was having dinner
with friends, and
we were in the bar
having a drink. My
friend introduced me
to a woman named
Lisette. We had a
number of mutual
friends and so had a
nice chat. Then Duck
and his wife walked in
to join Lisette and her
husband for dinner.
Too funny!

As for me, I’ve settled back into my
public affairs practice in Miami, FL after
taking a couple years off to serve in the
Obama Administration (2014-16) at the
Miami, FL
State Department as the Deputy Assistant
January, 2018
Secretary for Public Affairs. Definitely a
highlight of my career of being in and out
of public service (which actually started
at Dartmouth with ROTC). I enjoyed every second of my time back at State, traveling the
world and working directly on issues such as the Paris Climate Accords and the re-opening
of the U.S. Embassy in Cuba. Now I’m really looking forward to our 35th reunion. Margie
Gibson’s recent Facebook post (about the record-breaking snowman ice sculpture we did
back in ’87) reminded me of one of the many reasons I’m always drawn back to Dartmouth:
I need to reconnect with the Green, where I spent so many hours building the ice sculptures,
bonfires and friendships. I feel like I left of piece of myself there. Here in Miami I stay in
touch with fellow '88s Derek McDowell (our kids go to the same school), Bill Trattler (my
ophthalmologist) and Daron Fitch. See everyone on the Hill in June!

LUKE SMITH

I'm living in Annapolis this winter
on board a sailboat I bought here in
November. And Davis' Pub -- a great,
local pub in the funky Eastport part
of town -- is about two blocks away.
David has been living in Maryland and
covered the goings-on here in the State
Capitol for many years, and as a fellow
Patriots fan he came down so we'd
each be among at least one kindred
spirit for the AFC Championship Game
(we were the only two Pats fans in the
pub, though it was more a case of
everyone else rooting against us than
rooting for Jacksonville).
We're going to follow that up for Super
Bowl: I'll join David at a viewing party
he's attending. And according to David,
another '88, Mark Greenlee, will be
there, too.

DAVID NITKIN

Annapolis, MD
January, 2018

Luke Smith and David Nitkin watch
the New England Patriots clinch the
AFC Championship.

I became Facebook friends with
Luke maybe a couple of years
ago, and saw that he bought
a boat in Annapolis (a 42-foot
sailboat) and was staying down
there this winter to fix it up. I
used to commute to Annapolis,
and it's only 30 miles from my
house, so I reached out to offer
him room and board if he ever
needed it - since I know life
on a boat can be a little rough.
He thanked me, and then we
traded a couple of "Go Patriots"
messages, so I decided to head
down to Annapolis during the
playoffs to watch a game with
him.
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CHRIS MEHL

I was elected mayor
for Bozeman, MT in
early November. It's
a great opportunity
and rewarding public
service; and I'm really
looking forward to it.
I moved to Bozeman
in 2001, after working
for Congress in Washington, DC since graduation. I had sworn off
politics, but then got involved in raising money for Bozeman's library,
was appointed to the city planning board, and eventually ran and won
election as a city commissioner in 2009 (it's non-partisan and most
commissioners have day jobs). I've been on the city commission for
the past eight years, and the election means I'll be deputy mayor for the
coming two calendar years and then mayor for 2020 and 2021. Now I've
been elected mayor, it's been quite an enjoyable and rewarding journey.

‘88
News
Congratulations to Paul
Steinwald and his wife, Laura,,
who welcomed daughter
number three in January. Olivia
joins Audrey and Claire in the
Steinwald household in Denver.

BILL KAY

I am the Executive Vice
President, Strategic
Development of PalmStar. Prior to that, I worked in private
equity and capital markets, at firms including Apollo, Morgan
Stanley, Credit Suisse, and DLJ. Earlier in my career, I held sales
and finance roles at Orion Pictures, where I was involved with films
such as Silence of the Lambs and Robocop. I’ve also served in a
producing capacity on seven motion pictures.
Our team produced two films in 2017 --The Catcher Was a Spy
(starring Paul Rudd) and Hereditary. Both were selected to
premiere at the Sundance Film Festival this past January. I served
as an executive producer on both. The films were well received by
audiences. The critical acclaim and industry buzz for Hereditary
has been absolutely phenomenal (it has been called one of the
scariest movies ever, and compared to such seminal classics as
The Exorcist and Rosemary’s Baby). We are feeling very good
about its prospects. It will be released nationwide in June. You
can see the trailer at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V6wWKNij_1M
Delta House 1963 or AD 1988?
Who can tell?

The other big news
Bill Kay (right) with Paul Rudd on the set
of The Catcher Was a Spy
is that this past June, my
partners and I acquired National
Lampoon, which had been dormant for several years. With
the support of a group of investors, we have re-launched the
brand as a film, television, and digital platform. Building on
the comedy heritage of the brand (with iconic films such as
Vacation and the Dartmouth-inspired Animal House), we will
begin production on our first Lampoon films this spring.
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STAY IN TOUCH!
www.facebook.com/
groups/dartmouth88/
www.linkedin.com/
groups/90725/profile
www.dartmouth88.org

Class of ‘88
30th Reunion
June 14-17, 2018
See you on the Green in three months!
For more information: Taylor Thomas or Anne
Chmielewski Kushwaha at

SEND NEWS TO
Ann Jackman at:

newslettereditor@dartmouth88.org
You can also send in updates via our Class Website at
dartmouth88.org. Just click on the “Share“ tab

d8830thcochairs@gmail.com

KEEP THOSE PHOTOS COMING!

It's not too late to send in your old and (preferably) embarrassing photos from Dartmouth
days in the '80s (I know someone out there was rockin' the Kajagoogoo look) for our
special reunion photo project. And if I'm willing to share the one at right, then there
better be a lot of scanners working overtime in the next few months!
Send photos (as attachments or provide a link) to: photos@dartmouth88.org. Full
resolution photos are best. If you need help, just ask. We're happy to help.
Our goal is to be inclusive and feature all '88s, so it would be a HUGE help to please:
1) identify yourself as the sender so we can reach out with questions
2) identify people in the photos

Nice big perm hair!

